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Abstract

In modern System-on-Chip systems, flow regulation can be used to in-
tegrate IP blocks into the system architecture, simultaneously guaranteeing
Quality of Service and achieving cost-effective communication. However, static
regulation with hard coded regulation policy lacks of flexibility to accommodate
traffic flows with varying characteristics and patterns influenced by complex
system behavior. Besides, static regulation may result in overly loose regula-
tion in order to satisfy conflicting regulation requirements of different flows.

To overcome the weaknesses of static regulation, in this thesis, we present a
dynamic regulation mechanism that can self-adaptively make dynamic regula-
tion decisions according to actual incoming traffic flows from master IP blocks.
The whole dynamic regulation process is realized with a 3-stage closed-loop
control mechanism: prediction, decision, and execution. Accordingly, predic-
tor, director, and regulator are designed and implemented to fulfill the tasks
of each control stage.

We compare our approach with the static regulation scheme on the Nostrum
Network-on-Chip with deflective routing. The experimental results show that,
when regulating Markov Modulated Poisson Process traffic flows, our dynamic
regulation scheme enjoys less interconnect delay and requires smaller interface
buffers than the static regulation scheme, and therefore makes more effective
use of the system interconnect with flexibility.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Problem Description

Standard interfaces, such as AXI [1] facilitate IP blocks integration for mod-
ern SoC systems. However, problem still exists due to diverse traffic pattern
and tight design constraints, which makes cost-effective use of interconnect re-
sources and QoS guarantee really difficult. Authors in [2] proposed a solution

Figure 1.1: IP Integration with Regulators

of using flow regulator to address the integration problem, shown in Figure
1.1. Traffic flows from IPs are restricted by regulators before being injected
into the interconnect.

Existing static regulation solutions, such as [3] or [4] are offline configured
with hard-coded regulation policies. When put into real use, static regulation
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2 CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

becomes clumsy since it lacks the flexibility to deal with flows with patterns of
varying characteristics or affected by complex system behavior. Overly loose
regulation will also occur in order to satisfy conflicting regulation requirements
of different flows. In order to address these problems, we designed and imple-
mented a dynamic regulation scheme with closed-loop control mechanism so
that self-adaptive regulation to different traffic pattern can be achieved.

1.2 Preliminaries

Network Calculus Basics

Network Calculus is a mathematical framework to derive worst case bounds
on maximum latency, backlog and minimum throughput originated by Curz in
[5] and Chang in [6]. In [7] , a general latency-rate server model was proposed
for analyzing traffic scheduling algorithms. The framework has been proved
to be pretty successful in analysing Internet and ATM networks [8] and was
recently introduced in NoC traffic or structure analysis works such as [9]. It
also has a variant called real-time calculus [10] for analysing platform-based
embedded systems.

Network calculus uses TSPEC arrival curve to describe a flow. An TSPEC
is a set of 4 parameters, namely L, p, ρ and σ, in which L is the maximum
transfer size, p the peak rate, ρ the average rate and σ the burstiness. The
arrival curve accordingly is α(t) = min(L+ pt, σ + ρt).

TSPEC can be easily calculated from flow distribution pattern p(t) by first
getting the cumulative function with f(t) = ∑t

k=0 p(k) (figure 1.2) then char-
acterizing each parameter according to figure 1.3.

Regulator and Regulation Spectrum

Figure 1.4 shows how a regulator works. Essentially, the regulator restricts
the burstiness and peak rate of the incoming flow under its regulation policy
of (σR, pR). This behavior can be modeled by a token machine as shown in
figure 1.5 [3]. There is a token-controlled switch truncating the flow path. If
there are tokens available for this switch, it’s on and packets can pass through
the switch. When the switch is on, tokens are consumed at the rate of 1
token/packet. New tokens are generated at the rate of pR, filling the token
queue with the size of σR. If the token queue is full, new tokens generated will
be dropped. As stated in [2], in order to losslessly reshape a flow F (L, p, σ, ρ),
each parameter of regulation policy has to be within the range of regulation
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Figure 1.2: Distribution Pattern and Cumulative Function

Figure 1.3: arrival curve and TSPEC

Figure 1.4: Flow Regulation
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Figure 1.5: Token Based Regulation Model

spectrum:
pR ∈ [ρ, p]
σR ∈ [L, σ] (1.1)

The lower bound of regulation spectrum preserves the bandwidth requirement
of the flow. The upper bound prevents the nullification of the regulation effect.

Markov Modulated Poisson (MMP) Process Traffic Model

Markov Modulated Poisson (MMP) Process is a widely-used process model
for network traffic sources analysis. One can characterize individual sources
of network demand as a certain number of states. [11] shows that, with some
change or combined with other models, MMP can also be used to model com-
plex traffic pattern, such as self similar traffic flows. So in this thesis, we
mainly study the behavior of our design under MMP traffic.

A 2-state MMP model that we use in this project for generating test traf-
fic is shown in figure 1.6. On the left, we have a “idle” state, modelling 0
network demand. On the right, there is a “burst” state, modelling intensive
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Figure 1.6: MMP Model

network demand by a high rate (r) Poisson Process Model. α and β are switch-
ing possibilities between the 2 states. A Poisson Process Model is the simplest
form of random traffic generation process. A Poisson Process with rate r is
shown in figure 1.7.

Figure 1.7: Poisson Process [12]

Thus, a 2 state MMP process can be characterized with (α, β, r).The traf-
fic generated by a (α, β, r) MMP is short-term random but long-term regular
with the following 4 statistic properties.
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1. Average idle length = 1
α

2. Average burst length = 1
β

3. Overall burst possibility = α
α+β

4. Overall data rate = r×α
α+β

According to these properties, a MMP model can be more intuitively charac-
terized with (PUL, BP, r), with PUL, its pattern unit length, BP, its burst
proportion and r, its burst date rate. The relationship between this charac-
terization and the original characterization is:

• α = 1
(1−BP )×PUL

• β = 1
BP×PUL

The 4 statistic properties of MMP can be rewritten as

1. Average idle length =(1−BP )× PUL

2. Average burst length = BP × PUL

3. Overall burst possibility = BP

4. Overall data rate = BP × r

1.3 Summary

This thesis is for the purpose of designing and implementing a dynamic regu-
lation system so that QoS guarantee and cost-effective use of the interconnect
can be achieved. The work is based on network calculus and regulation spec-
trum theory. We choose MMP as the test traffic pattern for our design. We
expect our dynamic regulation scheme to have better, or at least similar perfor-
mance when compared with the static regulation under MMP traffic pattern.

The rest of this thesis is organized as follows. Chapter 2 describes the overall
design ideas. Chapters 3 addresses mainly on implementation under con-
straints. Chapter 4 demonstrates the experiments and the results. Chapter 5
is the conclusion and future work.



Chapter 2

System Design

2.1 Design Overview

To realize the dynamic regulation, we proposed a closed-loop control model
that consists of 3 consecutive stages: prediction, decision and execution (fig-
ure 2.1). According to this model, we have our design shown in figure 2.2.

Figure 2.1: Closed Loop Control

“predictor” monitors the master IP output to collect its traffic pattern infor-
mation for the “director” to make a decision. “Director" receives reports from
all predictors so as to make regulation decisions. The loop is finally closed by
the “Regulator" that is capable of accepting and executing the decision from
the director.

7



8 CHAPTER 2. SYSTEM DESIGN

Figure 2.2: Design Overview

2.2 Predictor Design

Predictor takes the charge of monitor the master IP, characterize the TSPEC
for the director’s decision making. According to the discussions in section 1.2,
TSPEC can be acquired through characterizing the cumulative function of the
flow. This stage then can be fulfilled through 3 consecutive steps: sampling,
characterizing and predicting.

Sampling

The predictor samples the master IP output so that it can get the cumulative
function value f(t) of the traffic flow. Suppose our predictor and master IP
are clocked at the same rate so that the predictor can work cycle-accurately.
Cumulative function value can be derived simply by counting packets received.

Algorithm 1 Calculate cumulative function value
f(0)← 0
if New packet detected then
f(t)← f(t− 1) + 1

end if

Characterization

After sampling, the predictor then needs to characterize TSPEC from the re-
sults. Among the 4 TSPEC parameters, L and p are insensitive to different
traffic patterns and can be replaced by carefully selected constants to speed
up the characterization. The rest 2 (ρ, σ) will be calculated dynamically.
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L: the maximum transfer side, is the initial value of the cumulative func-
tion at time point 0. In theory, L is calculated in bits, but since in our design,
all packets are equally long, we choose packet as the unit. Then if sampled
cycle accurately, L can only have 2 values: 0 or 1. To be the lower boundary
of regulation spectrum, the bigger value of 1 is better.

p: the peak rate, can be set to 100% due to the burstiness introduced by
the MMP traffic model.

ρ: the average rate, can be directly derived according to its definition.

σ: defined as σ = inf{τ : ρ × t + τ ≥ f(t), (0 ≤ t ≤ Lw)}, can be calcu-
lated with maximum intercept method. Here we also change its unit from bits
to packet to keep consistency with the unit change of L

Algorithm 2 is a summary for all the discussion above.

Algorithm 2 Characterize TSPEC
L(t)← 1
p(t)← 1
ρ(t)← f(t)

t
σ(t)← max{σi : σi = f(ti)− ρ× ti, 0 ≤ ti ≤ t}

Prediction

Prediction Algorithm

Prediction is the final work for predictor. Here predictor needs to guess the
TSPEC of future flow from characterized TSPEC of past flow. We base our
prediction on a set of 2 past TSPECs to increase accuracy. Considering future
implementation, we try to make this prediction light-weighted. The predict
algorithm is shown in algorithm 4. The ρ guess is composed of a base value of

Algorithm 3 Predict TSPEC
ρ̂n+1 ← ρn + (ρn − ρn−1)
σ̂n+1 ← σn
L̂← 1
p̂← 1

ρn and an offset value ρn − ρn−1. As stated in section 1.2, the long-term av-
erage rate of an MMP flow is constant. If we monitor the traffic long enough,
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the sampled ρn is a good base point for future MMP flow. The offset part
is designed to catch the pattern change. If monitoring time is quite long, a
transition ρ which is a value between the old pattern ρ and new pattern ρ can
be caught. Since the monitoring time is very long, it is probably that when
we make the prediction, the transition has completed. Then this offset will
follow and further the ρ’s changing trend so that the predicted ρ is more close
to the actually new ρ.

Unlike ρ, the change of σ is quite irregular and hard to follow. We tried
some prediction mechanism with Matlab simulation, but the result is rather
disappointing. They are simply no better than “making no prediction”. So we
decide to just leave the σ alone.

Since L and p are characterized as constants, there is no need to change
them during this step.

Windowing Policy

Considering that the prediction needs 2 sets of past TSPECs, we still need
to decide how to get these 2 results. Two solutions come to our mind. One
is based on “Fixed Length Windowing" (figure 2.3) and the other is based on
“Sliding Windowing" (figure 2.4). As shown in figure 2.3 and figure 2.4, we
use 2 sampling windows for both solutions, and the only difference is the start
point of the second sampling window whose result is used for prediction. We

Figure 2.3: Fixed Length Window Solution

simulated both solutions in Matlab and compare their performance. The sam-
pling window is 8192 cycles long for both solutions. The prediction window is
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Figure 2.4: Sliding Window Solution

8192 cycles for “Fixed Length Window" solution and 2048 cycles for “Sliding
Window" solution. We choose 500000-cycle long MMP traffic with average
burst length of 16 cycles, average idle length of 64 cycles and burst rate of 0.9
as the test traffic pattern so that the sampling window is far longer than the
pattern unit length and the statistic properties of MMP can be revealed and
utilized.

We ran these test for 10 times and compare the wrong predictions count.
The result is as follows.

• Fixed Length Window solution has wrong prediction over 31.65% of the
test cycles.

• Sliding Window solution has wrong predictions over 11.48% of the test
cycles.

According to the result, we believe that in most cases, the “Sliding Window"
solution will makes fewer wrong predictions than the “Fixed Length Window"
solution. So we choose the “Sliding Windowing” as our predictor solution.

2.3 Director Design

The director is supposed to balance the traffic load for the interconnect ac-
cording to the report from all predictors. The first and foremost task for that
is to control congestion.
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In our design, we consider a very simple case where congestion is caused
by several masters pending on a single resource. Congestion control is done
through optimized regulation decision so that the overall resource demands
can be balanced.

In modern SoC systems, one of the most scarce resource is link channel band-
width, which also makes sense in our situation. The overall resource demand
of a MMP flow may not be very high, but when local burst happens, the in-
stant demand becomes very intensive. That is also one of the situations that
regulators can offer great benefit.

We assume that we have a set of M masters with respective TSPEC (1, 1, σm, ρm)
pending a channel with bandwidth resource of Bw. Each decision from the
director is valid for Pw cycles. Our algorithm for congestion control (which
is used in the experiments) is shown in algorithm 4. Since master’s output

Algorithm 4 Congestion Control
Sρ =

∑M
m=1 ρm

Sσ =
∑M
m=1 σm

if Sρ × Pw < Bw × Pw then
Rbw = Bw × Pw − Sρ × Pw
for m = 1 to M do
σRm ← Rbw × σm ÷ Sσ
if σRm < 1 then
σRm ← 1

else if σRm > σm then
σRm ← σm

end if
pRm ← ρm

end for
else

for m = 1 to M do
σRm ← 1
pRm ← ρm

end for
end if

flow is restricted by the regulator, bandwidth resource can be allocated by
assign certain regulation parameters. In this specific case, ρ of the flow in-
dicates master’s long term average demands, while σ of the flow indicates
master’s short term burst demands. The regulation parameter pR indicates
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the allocated resources for long term average demands, while the parameter
σR indicates the allocated resource for short term burst resource demands.

In our algorithm, long term average demands are always satisfied by having
pRm ← ρm in both branches. If there is any bandwidth left after pR allocation,
they are used for serve short term burst demands introduced by σ. The alloca-
tion is done by setting corresponding σR by σRm ← Rbw× σm÷Sσ in the first
branch. Under this rule, the master with higher burst demands will get more
remaining bandwidth resource by having a bigger σR on its regulator, while
the master with lower demands having a smaller σR, thus get less bandwidth.
If there is no bandwidth left after pR allocation, then no short term burst is
allowed by σRm ← 1 in the second branch.

Long term average demands are always satisfied because ρ is the lower limit of
regulation spectrum. So it is illegal to give pR a value smaller than ρ. On the
other hand, short term burst demand causes more congestion and thus should
be suppressed. This is done by restricting its allocated resource with in the
range of remaining bandwidth after pR allocation. This means that short term
burst demands are restricted within the range of the overall tolerance of the
link. There are also some measures (following statements) for not violating
the regulation spectrum. If there is no bandwidth left after pR allocation, it
doesn’t matter, because it is the overall bandwidth demand has been met by
having pRm ← ρm. σRm ← 1 also does not violate the regulation spectrum.

In this manner, we make an simple bandwidth allocation for congestion con-
trol. Of course, besides this simple congestion control, there are a lot of
optimization purpose, for example the author of [13] proposed an high-quality
algorithm to reduce the overall FIFO usage of the whole system. The point
here is that this part is highly application dependent and there are a variety
of choices on how to design it accordingly.

2.4 Regulator Design

The regulator is the final stage of the control loop and is also the right place
where regulation happens. Apart from having all functions that a static regu-
lator has, our regulator is suppose to accept new regulation policy during the
run-time and then execute the new policy like a static regulator after that.
This can be done by modifying the existing static regulator model (figure
1.5). Figure 2.5 shows how modification is applied. We add 2 token-controlled
switches here to realize regulation policy reconfigurability. When director has
made the regulation decision, it generates a token into the regulator through
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Figure 2.5: Regulator Design

’New Policy Ready’. Then the 2 switches will pass the new policy to the reg-
ulator and the tokens are consumed. Without tokens from the director, this
model is the same as a static regulation model.

2.5 Summary

We designed and adopted a 3-stage closed-loop control mechanism: prediction,
decision and execution for our design, with predictor, director and regulator
taking care of the task of each stage. Predictor is designed to predict the
traffic flow from the master IP. Its task is done through 3 steps of sampling,
characterization and prediction. Director in our design, is expect to control
congestion by giving regulation policies to all regulators. Finally, the regulator
accepts new policy from the director through a token-controlled mechanism
and execute the regulation policy like a static regulator.



Chapter 3

System Implementation

3.1 Macro Architecture

The macro architecture of the system is shown in figure 3.1. All communi-

Figure 3.1: System Architecture

cation involving master IPs follows the ARM AXI [1] bus protocol. AXI is
chosen here because

1. It’s a fairly popular protocol proposed by ARM. The support of AXI will
greatly improve the usability and expandability of this design.

2. The communication protocol of AXI is simple, flexible and efficient. Only
2 wires are used to control it, making it much easier to implement and
use.

15
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3. Our research team has already got some AXI based regulator design,
which can be referenced for this project.

In order to provide scalability, we also need to design a dedicated communi-
cation protocol for director to communicate with predictors and regulators.

Among 3 major parts of this design, predictor and regulator are closely cou-
pled with master IPs and are supposed to share the master IP’s clock. Modern
IP blocks usually is clocked at a very high rate, so implementing these 2 parts
in ASICs is the best choice. Director part is highly application dependent and
may involve complicated calculation. Reconfigurable and high-speed imple-
mentations such as DSPs, high performance processors are more suitable.

3.2 Predictor Implementation

Sampling under AXI

As stated earlier, the sampling of the predictor needs to record the cumula-
tive function value f(t). In our particular design, this means that our sampler
should be able to detect an AXI transaction and record them.

As state earlier, AXI communication protocol is controlled by 2 wires. An
AXI master raises the VALID signal to content its wish to start a transaction.
On the other hand, an AXI slave raises the READY signal showing its readi-
ness to accept the transaction. The transaction happens at the clock edge
when both of these 2 signals are high. In order to detect packet transaction,
our sampler just need to monitor both the VALID signal and the READY
signal and then count the cycles when both signals are high.

The sampler records the current cycle count simultaneously for the follow-
ing characterization and calculation. The architecture is shown in figure 3.2.

ρ Characterization

As discussed in section 2.2, ρ characterization itself is not that difficult. Our
sampler will report t and f(t), the value of ρ can easily be calculated by a divi-
sion at the end of the sampling window. But in this case, this is not desirable
for us. Because division is slow and expensive in ASIC implementation. Since
ρ is a rational number between 0 and 1, we will have to use floating point
number to represent the result, which requires more storage and additional
interpretation when using it in regulator.
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Figure 3.2: Sampler Architecture

In order to avoid division and floating point number, we review the charac-
terization algorithm: ρ = f(Lw)

Lw
. Its denominator Lw is a system configuration

value which we already know. This means that the numerator f(Lw) holds
enough information to represent ρ. Using only the numerator to represent ρ
has several advantages

1. We do not need division, because we do not need the accurate value of
ρ.

2. According to our sampler implementation, f(Lw) is an integer, it takes
fewer bits, easier to transfer its value between design blocks

3. It can directly be used for regulator implementation.

In conclusion, we have our ρ characterizer as follows in figure 3.3.

σ Characterization

From discussions in section 2.2, ρ characterization is quite straightforward and
easy to implement. But when it comes to σ, it is completely another story.
The most accurate algorithm is shown in algorithm 2. But unfortunately, it
is an offline algorithm. There are 2 major difficulties in implementing it in
ASIC.

1. We can not afford the huge on chip storage for recording all cumulative
function values, considering a rather long sampling window.
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Figure 3.3: ρ Characterizer Architecture

2. Even we can put up with such a huge buffer, calculating intercept for
each point and then picking up the maximum (a traverse-base operation)
is impossible to finish within just a couple of clock cycles.

If we have a close look at σ part of algorithm 2, σ is actually calculated using
the common point of the cumulative function and the arrival curve, as is shown
in figure 3.4, we call that critical point. So if we could find a simple method

Figure 3.4: Critical Point

to check whether the current cycle is the critical point, we might be able to
get an on-line algorithm. But sadly, it does not work either. Suppose we have
got a critical point candidate tc, at current cycle ti, in order to remain its
candidature it has to meet the requirement of:

f(tc) + f(ti)
ti
× (t− tc) ≥ f(t),∀t ∈ [0, ti] (3.1)
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This is also somewhat an off-line algorithm. It seems that if we want to get
an on-line algorithm (without huge buffer and traverse operation), we have to
sacrifice some accuracy. So we reduce that requirement to

f(tc) + f(ti)
ti
× (ti − tc) ≥ f(ti) (3.2)

It makes sense in 2 aspects:

1. f(ti) is the currently maximum of all f(t), so if the curve of α(t) =
f(tc) + f(ti)

ti
× (t − tc) can cover f(ti), it is very likely that it can also

cover all points before.

2. Besides getting rid of buffer and traverse through all samples, it allows
further simplification.

f(tc) + f(ti)
ti
× (ti − tc) ≥ f(ti)

⇒f(tc) + f(ti)−
f(ti)
ti
× tc ≥ f(ti)

⇒f(tc)−
f(ti)
ti
× tc ≥ 0

⇒f(tc)× ti ≥ f(ti)× tc

As is shown in figure 3.5, this algorithm can be implemented by a struc-
ture of 2 parallel multipliers connected with a comparator. Total check time
is now 1 multiplication plus 1 comparison, so it is a dynamic algorithm and
is possible to be executed once per cycle. Also as shown in figure 3.6 this
reduced algorithm does not lose that much accuracy.

After the characterization, we calculate σ using σ = f(tc) − f(Lw)
Lw
× tc. This

looks simple but still, there are implementation problems for ASIC, which is
the division and multiplication operation. The hardware division may cause
accuracy losses, and hardware multiplication need additional bits to prevent
overflow. Worst of all, they both take long time to finish. So we try to get rid
of them for our implementation.
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Figure 3.5: Critical Check With Multiplication

Figure 3.6: Reduced Requirements
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It first occur to us that we can tolerate the multiplication, because the syn-
thesis library will contain some highly optimized multipliers to fulfill our task.
So we only deal with the division at this stage. Luckily, it is not that difficult.
The divisor in this division Lw is a system configuration parameter. At first
we plan to put no limit on its value, but here, it is involved in a division, so
we have to trade reconfigurability for performance. Our limit here is obvious
that Lw should be an exponent of 2. In this manner, we can replace the slow
division with a much faster right shift. Algorithm 5 is a summary of all that
we have discussed here.

Algorithm 5 σ characterization and prediction
Require: Lw = sampling window length = 2N
Require: 0 ≤ t ≤ Lw
t← 0
f(t)← 0
tc ← 0
f(tc)← 0
while TRUE do
wait for clock edge
t← t+ 1
if new packet detected then
f(t)← f(t) + 1

end if
if f(tc)× t < f(t)× tc then
tc ← t
f(tc)← f(t)

end if
if t = Lw then
σ′ ← f(tc)− rightShift(f(Lw), N)× tc

end if
end while

And we have our first σ characterizer shown in figure 3.7. Problem happens
after synthesis. Using TSMC 90 nm library, the predictor with this design
can only be clocked at 255 MHz when optimized for area, 420 MHz when
optimized for speed. Nowadays, no master IP will crawl like that. So we have
to speed up further.
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Figure 3.7: σ Characterizer Architecture With Multiplication

Optimized σ Characterization

In order to speed up a digital design, there are simply 2 most obvious meth-
ods. One is using a more advanced manufacturing process, and the other is
re-design the algorithm. We thought of using the open source 45 ns library
developed by Nangate mentioned in [14]. But putting this library to work will
takes a fair share of time and does not bring fundamental improvement. A
speed up at algorithm level makes much more sense.

We studied our architecture design and the report from DC and we find in
figure 3.8, the long critical path is majorly caused by 2 consecutive multipli-
cations when checking the critical point and consequent calculation of σ. In
order to speed up at algorithm level, we need to get rid of these 2 multiplica-
tions in our algorithm or at lease weaken their influence on the timing.

We find that at every clock cycle ti and f(ti) will only increment by 1 at most.
This grants the possibility to replace multiplication with addition, which is
shown in algorithm 6.

The main idea of this change is to use the fact that A× t = A+ A× (t− 1).
And the macro architecture is shown in figure 3.9. By doing so, we introduce
2 additional buffer to record 2 products of the last cycle, but we manage to
get rid of the multiplier and shrink the check time from 1 multiplication plus
1 comparison to 1 addition plus 1 comparison.

It seems that it is impossible to remove the multiplication used in σ calculat-
ing, because the value of tc is a run time variable. We can not guarantee that
it is an exponent of 2. But lucky for us, as stated earlier, in order to use the
statistic properties of MMP, our sampling window is very long. This means
that if we delay our report for several cycles, it wouldn’t matter that much.
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Figure 3.8: Original Critical Path

Figure 3.9: σ Characterizer Architecture without Multiplication
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Algorithm 6 σ characterization and prediction
Require: Lw = sampling window length
Require: 0 ≤ t ≤ Lw
t← 0
tc ← 0
f(t)← 0
f(tc)← 0
left← 0
right← 0
while TRUE do
wait for clock edge
t← t+ 1
left← left+ f(tc)
if new packet detected then
f(t)← f(t) + 1
right← right+ tc
if left < right then
tc ← ti
f(tc)← f(ti)

end if
end if
if t = Lw then
σ̂R ← σ
t← 0

end if
end while

So we have the option to use a pipeline multiplier to cut the critical path.
What we need to decide here is the length of each pipeline stage. A smaller
stage length will cut the critical path into even smaller pieces, but at the cost
of higher delay on multiplication result. A bigger stage length will speed up
the multiplication, but will improve critical path situation less. In order to
choose a proper value for that we study the timing path of all the former logics.

Due to logic sharing of the synthesis tool, the path length before the σ calcu-
lation is decided by the slowest logic. It is obvious that the σ characterization
is slower than ρ characterization since it involves more additions. In the worst
case of algorithm 6, there are 4 consecutive additions involved. This means
that even we set the pipeline width of the multiplier smaller than 4, it will not
improve the critical path situation any further. So we choose 4 as the pipeline
stage width. In each stage, at most 4 additions will be performed.
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Opt. for Area Opt. for Speed
Area Speed Area Speed

Unopt. Predictor 52.4 K 255.7 MHz 74.1 K 420.1 MHz
Opt. predictor 36.6 K 259.4 MHz 44.4 K 1.04 GHz

Table 3.1: Synthesis Result Compare

As shown in table 3.1, sing TSMC 90 nm library, the synthesis result get
greatly improved in both area and speed perspective. The optimized design
get area advantage from removing a multiplier. The speed improvement is
the benefit of improved critical check algorithm without multiplication and
multi-cycle σ calculation.

Sliding Window Implementation

According to our design, we need to use the Sliding Window based sampling. It
looks straightforward during design stage, but for implementation it is quite a
different story. According to the design, predictor makes prediction according
to the 2 consecutive reports from the characterizer. As stated in previous
discussion, our characterizer works with a period of Lw, calculate and report
TSPEC according to that. But we need to start another sampling before
a Lw ends, so we can not finish our work with just one characterizer. Our
implementation is using N characterizers. N can be calculated as follows:

N = Sampling Window Length

Prediction Window Length
= Lw
Pw

(3.3)

Here we require that Lw is a multiple of Pw. Each of them works at the pe-
riod of Łw, but the difference is that, they do not start working at the same
moment. Characterizer Ci (i = 0, 1, 2. . . , N-1) begins Pw cycles later than
Ci−1. This makes it more easier to implement the predictor. The predictor
just report a prediction every time it receives a report from the characterizer
set. After that it stores the current report for next prediction.

There is still a problem with this implementation. Here we have several char-
acterizers, but we only have 1 predictor. So we need a MUX to select the
value from the characterizer that holds the valid report. According to our
implementation, there is a Pw-cycle interval between 2 consecutive reports,
which means that there will not be simultaneous reports. So it is pretty safe
to use a one-hot code MUX to fulfill this task. We gives each characterizer a
signal ’Ready’ to assert its readiness to report by raising that from 0 to 1. All
readiness signals are grouped together as the MUX select signal. The MUX
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will connect the output to ith input if the ith bit of select signal is 1. Figure
3.10 summarizes the discussion above.

Figure 3.10: Select With One Hot Code MUX

3.3 Director Implementation

As stated earlier, director is expected to be implemented using DSPs, High
Performance processors etc. Since we do not have such a device at hand, here
we just model its behavior without any detailed implementation consideration.
In order to simplify simulation, we model this part in VHDL, same as other
parts of the system.

Apart from that, the director needs to be equipped with customized protocols
to communicate with predictors and regulators.

Between Predictors and Director

In our design, all predictor will have their report ready at the same cycle. So
we can not use a simple bus to connect all predictors, because we only have
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one director and it can only accept one report a cycle. So we designed 2 com-
ponents: reporter and coordinator to deal with this situation. The protocol
is shown in figure 3.11. After reset, all the reporters output ports are set to

Figure 3.11: Communication Protocol between Predictors and Director

high impedance. Once the predictor is ready to report, it will raise its ’Ready’
signal from 0 to 1, and simultaneously output (σ, ρ) and keep that for 1 cycle.

When reporter inspects the raise of ’Ready’, it register the value of (σ, ρ)
and also a “ready” state of itself inside. Each reporter has a hard-coded ID
value. After it gets the report from decoder, it compares the value on the ’ID’
bus. If the value is the same as its own ID, and it is already in “ready” state,
reporter raises its own ’Ready’ signal and output the (σ, ρ) value that previ-
ously registered and keeps this for 1 cycle and then back to high impedance.
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If the ID bus value is not the same as its own ID, or it is not in “ready” state,
it will not change its output.

After reset, the coordinator puts value 0 on to the ’ID’ bus and wait for
the readiness of predictor 0. When informed of the readiness, it forwards the
readiness by raise its own ’Ready’ signal and forwards the (σ, ρ) to its own
output simultaneously and then keeps that for 1 cycle. Next cycle, it increases
the ’ID’ bus value by 1, and wait for the readiness. This will continue until all
predictors have reported their (σ, ρ). And coordinator set ’ID’ output back to
0 and wait for another round of reports.

Between Regulators and Director

The communication between regulator and director is easier. It is shown in
figure 3.12. After reset, the director sets the ’ID’ bus to 0. When it decides the

Figure 3.12: Communication Protocol between Regulators and Director

.

new regulation policy for all regulators, it raises its ’New Policy’ signal, then
output the (σR, pR) to regulator 0. After that, each cycle, director increases
the ’ID’ value by 1 and output the corresponding (σR, pR) until all regulators
have got their individual new policy. Afterwards, the director pulls down its
’New Policy’ and reset ’ID’ to 0.
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Each regulator has a hard-coded ID. Regulator inspects the ’New Policy’ of
director. If get a high ’New Policy’, it checks the ’ID’ bus. If the ’ID’ bus has
the same value as its own ID, it accepts the new policy.

3.4 Regulator Token Management

Token Generation

The work of [3] and [4] adopts the same token generation mechanism. A
pR(m,n) in their solutions means that m tokens are generated consecutively
at the last m cycles of each n cycles. This is not suitable for our design,
because:

1. burst-style token generation

2. huge buffer requirement

3. need manual fraction reduction

In order to address these problems, we developed a new token generation al-
gorithm shown in algorithm 7. The major difference is that tokens are not
generated consecutively.

Algorithm 7 token generation
Ensure: num = numerator of pR
Ensure: den = denominator of pR
Require: num ≤ den
compare← 0
token← 0
while TRUE do
wait for clock edge
compare← compare+ num
if compare ≥ den then
compare← compare− den
token← token+ 1

end if
end while

The advantage of this algorithm is

1. simple, accurate and fast

2. evenly token generation without introducing unwanted burst
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3. greatly decrease buffer requirement

4. no manual fraction reduction needed

Also from here, we can see the advantage of using only the numerator to
represent ρ. We adopt this algorithm both in our dynamic regulator and the
reference static regulator

Token Consumption

The control of token consumption is the very essential part of regulation.
By definition, a regulator would allow a token consumption, if both of the
following conditions are satisfied:

1. Both sides of the transaction are ready

2. There are tokens left in the token queue

In an AXI base system, it is easy to make such judgement. The first condition
can be checked through inspecting the VALID and READY signal. If they
both are at high level, condition 1 is met. The second condition can be checked
though checking whether the token remain number is above 0.

3.5 Summary

Among all 3 major parts of this design, predictor and regulator are imple-
mented in ASICs, and director is implemented by a VHDL behavior model.
When implementing the predictor, we made some trade off among configurabil-
ity, accuracy and performance to meet the timing requirements of the design.
For implementing regulator, we developed a new token generation mechanism
to avoid burst-style token generation. The director is implemented as pure
behavior model equipped with specific communication protocols. .



Chapter 4

Experiment

4.1 Experiment Platform

We build our experiment platform upon “Nostrum” NoC1 developed by ECS,
KTH. Nostrum is a defective routing NoC, which means that the packet that
loses the link arbitration gets re-routed into an unfavorable link.

We introduce 2 IP block integration configurations according to [4]. One
has 4 masters accessing 2 slaves(figure 4.1), representing light weight traffic
and the other has 8 masters accessing 4 slaves(figure 4.2) representing heavy
weight traffic. Here the colored arrows show the source and the destination
of each flow. The red number is the flow number that we use to show the
result. In the 4m2s configuration, flow 1 flow 2, and flow 3 flow 4 , each pair
of flows has to get to the same destination, thus causing congestion. This is
also true for flow 1 flow 2, flow 3 flow 4, flow 5 flow 6, flow 7 flow 8 in the
8m4s configuration. In our discussions below, we call each of these flow pairs
a “congestion pair”.

In these 2 configurations the master and slave distributions are symmetri-
cally with respect to both bi-section boundaries of the NoC and all network
traffic will cross both boundaries.

In order to avoid influence of the NoC backlog on the regulator behavior,
we assign all the RNI FIFO a virtually infinitely large size.

For both configurations, masters send out packets following the MMP model
using AXI protocol, and slaves collect the packets and do some statistic work
for our investigation and analysis.

1http://www.ict.kth.se/nostrum/

31
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Figure 4.1: Test Case 4m2s[4]

We prepared 7 different MMP patterns for the masters. The pattern unit
length and burst data rate for all of them are the same: PUL = 100 cycles,
burst data rate = 0.9. The burst portion are assigned as follows: 0.2, 0.3,
0.4, 0.5, 0.6, 0.7, 0.8. So these 7 MMP patterns have the overall data rate
of 0.18, 0.27, 0.36, 0.45, 0.54, 0.63, 0.72. In order to pick up a proper MMP
model from them, we investigate how the NoC throughput changes in both
configurations under these specific patterns. The result is shown in figures
4.3 and 4.4. The result for both configurations has a linear region followed
by a saturation region. Within the linear region, the throughput increases
linearly according to the increase of input data rate but not so in the satura-
tion region. In the 4m2s configuration, where traffic is light, the throughput
almost keep constant when saturated as the input rate increases. In the 8m4s
configuration, saturation is featured by the throughput decrease when input
rate increases. The difference is that in the 8m4s configuration, much more
deflective routing happens than the 4m2s configuration. Thus, the NoC will
be filled with deflected packets, blocking the NoC against accepting new pack-
ets, thus decreases the throughput. In the 4m2s configuration, traffic is light
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Figure 4.2: Test Case 8m4s[4]

and less deflective routing happens. So the throughput remains comparatively
consistent.

For our experiment, we need to pick up the working point that is in the linear
region and is close to the saturation region as much as possible. This should
be met for both configuration simultaneously. The NoC throughput under
this input rate will not get saturated and the input rate is comparatively high
so that the regulation effect will not be nullified. According to this criterion
and the result diagrams, we choose the overall data rate of 0.27 MMP (PUL
= 100, BP = 0.3, r = 0.9) as our traffic pattern for the masters.

4.2 Director Responsiveness Experiment

As is stated earlier, the director is more suitable to be implemented in re-
configurable devices, such as DSPs, processors. One common point among
these devices is that they all take several instructions to finish the decision
making, which means they introduce additional response delay to the dynamic
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Figure 4.3: NoC Throughput (4m2s)

Figure 4.4: figureCaption

.
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regulation. This experiment is designed for investigate the influence of such
response delay of the director on dynamic regulation. The result makes sense
in 2 aspects: (1) It reveals the response delay tolerance of our design. (2) It of-
fers a good reference for setting timing constraints of director implementation.

We choose the 8m4s platform configuration for this experiment because the
traffic is heavy and the system is more sensitive to behavior changes of the
director. The system has a sampling window of 8192 cycles, prediction win-
dow of 2048 cycles. Test traffic pattern is 5000 packets @MMP (PUL = 100,
BP = 0.3, r = 0.9) according to previous throughput test result. Response
delay is added to the director model using VHDL transport delay. According
to our sampling cycle, we select 10 representative value of delay cycles : 10,
50, 100, 500, 1000, 2000, 3000, 5000, 8000,10000. The smallest 10 cycles is far
shorter than our sampling window, the biggest 10000 cycles is longer than our
sampling window. We investigate the average interconnect delay difference
and the average regulation delay difference between a delayed director and an
un-delayed director. The result is shown in figure 4.5 and figure 4.6.

Figure 4.5: Director Response Delay Influence on Average Interconnect Delay

According to the result, when response delay is below 100 cycles, its influ-
ence is rather weak. The difference it causes is less than or around 5%. But
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Figure 4.6: Director Response Delay Influence on Average Regulator Delay

when response delay increases, the difference will also increases. Since in our
design, our decision is made from the sampled traffic pattern, and is suppose
to regulate the flow right afterwards. All operations such as characterization,
prediction and congestion solving are made under this paradigm. The director
response delay damages the promptness of the result of all these operations
and cause the final decision meaningless. If the response delay is small, this
damage is small, like 5% difference in our experiment, it can be tolerate, since
we do not require a fine-grained and absolutely-accurate adjustment. But a
long response delay is will greatly distort the regulation effect and can not be
tolerated.

4.3 Regulator Backlog Pressure Experiment

In real systems, the behavior of the master IP is not only determined by its
traffic pattern, but also get influenced by the regulator. The regulator influ-
ence is caused by its backlog pressure when the regulator FIFO is full and
the master IP is blocked by the regulator. Our dynamic regulation decision is
made from the master IP behavior. So the regulator backlog pressure may also
influence our the regulation itself. This experiment is design to investigate its
influence.
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Here we choose 8m4s platform configuration for this experiment because it
introduces heavy traffic and the system is more sensitive to configuration
changes. The system has a sampling window of 8192 cycles, prediction win-
dow of 2048 cycles. Test traffic pattern is 5000 packets @MMP (PUL = 100,
BP = 0.3, r = 0.9) according to previous throughput test result. In order to
avoid NoC backlog pressure, we give the RNI a big enough FIFO that will not
be fully used. Backlog pressure is tweaked by assigning different sizes for the
regulator FIFO. The maximum size can be estimated as follows. In worst case,
each master sends out 5000 packets at the burst date rate. The regulation is
done according to the MMP overall data rate at 0.27 packets/cycle. Then,
maximum regulator FIFO usage happens when the 5000th packet get issued.
The FIFO usage then is : 5000× (0.9−0.27) = 3150. According to this result,
we select 10 representative values for regulator FIFO: 10, 30, 50, 70, 100, 500,
1000, 3000, 5000. We investigate the backlog pressure influence on average
interconnect delay, average regulation delay and average total delay.

The average interconnect delay result is shown in figure 4.7. According to

Figure 4.7: Regulator Backlog Pressure Influence on Average Interconnect Delay

the results, the average interconnect delay decreases with the increase of regu-
lator FIFO size. Meanwhile, the average regulation delay increases. They will
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both reach a point that delay value does not change along with the increase
of FIFO size.

In this experiment, the smaller FIFO a regulator has, the bigger backlog pres-
sure it imposes on the master. Bigger backlog pressure means that regulator
will block the master’s packet more frequently. As a result, the overall packet
rate is below the rate defined by its MMP pattern. This phenomenon is shown
in figure 4.8. As the regulator FIFO gets bigger and bigger, the average injec-

Figure 4.8: Regulator Backlog Pressure Influence on Average Injection Rate

tion rate increases until it reaches the theoretic rate defined by MMP pattern.
In our dynamic regulation, this rate change will be captured by the predic-
tor, by reporting a smaller ρ to the director. As state earlier, the director
allocates bandwidth first according to ρ demands, then allocate the remaining
bandwidth according to σ demands. So smaller ρs will result in bigger σs.
Bigger σs bring more burst and worse the interconnect delay. When FIFO
size becomes bigger, the backlog pressure gets smaller, and this effect is less
obvious. Therefore, the average interconnect delay decreases as the regulator
FIFO size gets bigger and bigger. This decrease ends when the allocated FIFO
size is larger than the maximum requirement of the master flow, where backlog
pressure is down to 0. Even allocated with a even bigger FIFO, the regulator
backlog pressure remain constant at 0 and will not decrease the interconnect
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even further.

The average regulation delay result shown in figure 4.9 is more comprehen-
sible. A bigger FIFO means the regulator can hold more packets and more

Figure 4.9: Regulator Backlog Pressure Influence on Average regulation delay

packet accumulation will happen. Thus the queuing delay of the FIFO is
increased, causing increase of regulation delay. If the allocated FIFO size is
bigger than the maximum requirement of the flow, the size increase does not
cause more accumulation. So the regulation delay remain constant after that.

The average total delay result is the sum of average interconnect delay re-
sult and average regulation delay result (figure 4.10). Since the regulation
delay is a magnitude over the interconnect delay, it takes a leading role in
deciding the total delay.

4.4 NoC Backlog Pressure Experiment

The NoC Backlog Pressure Experiment is designed for the study of the influ-
ence of RNI FIFO size. When RNI FIFO is full, it causes backlog pressure to
the regulator and consequently to the master before the regulator.
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Figure 4.10: Regulator Backlog Pressure Influence on Average Total Delay

Here we choose 8m4s platform configuration for this experiment because it
introduces heavy traffic and the system is more sensitive to configuration
changes. The system has a sampling window of 8192 cycles, prediction window
of 2048 cycles. Test traffic pattern is 5000 packets @MMP (PUL = 100, BP =
0.3, r = 0.9) according to previous throughput test result. According to regu-
lator backlog pressure experiment, we choose 100-packet size regulator FIFO,
since it is almost in the middle of best case and worst case. The regulator
backlog pressure influence is compared with 2 extreme cases: ’No FIFO’ and
’Enough FIFO’. In the first case, the flow from the regulator is directly injected
into the NoC. In the other case, the flow from the regulator is injected into a
big enough RNI FIFO that will never be used up. We compare the difference
in average injection rate, average interconnect delay, average regulation delay
and average total delay under these 2 cases.

The average injection rate result is shown in figure 4.11. The NoC back-
log pressure influences on masters in both the dynamic regulation and static
regulation are almost undetectable. Because the masters in these 2 configura-
tions have been tweaked by the regulator. The influence of the NoC backlog
pressure is shielded by the regulator. Whereas in the ’No regulation’ config-
uration, nothing can shield the NoC backlog pressure, the masters are more
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Figure 4.11: NoC Backlog Pressure Influence on Average Injection Rate

likely to be blocked by the NoC. So ’No FIFO’ injection rate is lower than
’Enough FIFO’ injection rate.

Figure 4.12 is the average interconnect delay result. In all the 3 regulation
configurations, the ’Enough FIFO’ interconnect delays are higher than the ’No
FIFO’ ones. The reason is that bigger FIFO allows more packets accumula-
tion, thus increases the overall queuing delay of the interconnect.

Average regulation delay result is shown in figure 4.14. According to the
result, regulation delay result get improved when RNI FIFO gets bigger for
both dynamic regulation and static regulation. The reason is that the bigger
RNI FIFO allows bigger regulator throughput, thus reducing the packet ac-
cumulation in the regulator FIFO.

Average total delay result is shown in figure 4.14, which is a sum of aver-
age interconnect delay and average regulation delay.
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Figure 4.12: NoC Backlog Pressure Influence on Average Interconnect Delay

Figure 4.13: NoC Backlog Pressure Influence on Average regulation delay
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Figure 4.14: NoC Backlog Pressure Influence on Average Total Delay

4.5 Performance Comparison Experiment

Experiment Setup

This is the major experiment of this work. We need to compare the perfor-
mance of our dynamic regulation scheme with static regulation under the same
conditions. Thanks to former experiments, we have some good reference for
how to setup this experiment.

According to figures 4.3 and 4.4, we choose MMP (PUL= 100, BP = 0.3,
r = 0.9) as the flow pattern for masters in order not to saturate the NoC.
According to figure 4.5 and figure 4.6, Director delay will makes the distort
the regulation, so for this experiment, we set it to 0 to nullify this distortion.

According to figure 4.7 and figure 4.9, we need some trade off between aver-
age interconnect delay performance and average regulation delay performance.
Here we choose the middle point between the best case delay and worst case
delay to balance the performance of both sides. From the 2 diagrams, size
of 100 is almost in the middle for both delay performance. So we allocate a
100-packet size for each regulator in the experiment.
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In order to avoid NoC backlog pressure, we allocate a ’Big Enough’ FIFO
for RNIs of all NoC. nodes

In order to ensure fairness, the congestion solving is manually conducted for
static regulation according to the characterization result from Matlab.

We compare the performance of 2 types of regulation upon their performance
in interconnect delay, regulation delay, total delay and RNI FIFO Usage.

Interconnect Delay

Figures 4.15 to 4.16 show the interconnect delay distribution of all packets
under 2 configurations. In these 2 figures, long tail effect is quite obvious.

Figure 4.15: Interconnect Delay Distribution (4m2s)

The difference is that more packets in dynamic regulation suffer small inter-
connect delay than those in static regulation. According to these 2 figures, the
dynamic regulation has the better performance than the static regulation in
both configurations. This can also be proved by figure 4.17 and figure 4.18, in
which average interconnect delay and maximum interconnect delay of the dy-
namic regulation is smaller than each of the static regulation. The dynamic
regulation enjoys a better interconnect delay situation due to 2 factors: (1)
The master will be blocked by regulator. So the actual ρ of the flow is smaller
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Figure 4.16: Interconnect Delay Distribution (8m4s)

Figure 4.17: Average Interconnect Delay Comparison
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Figure 4.18: Maximum Interconnect Delay Comparison

than the Matlab characterization result. This means that the static regulation
policy used in this experiment is over-conservative and the flow restriction is
not enough, thus causing more congestion. On the other hand, dynamic reg-
ulation makes regulation policy according to the actual traffic flow out of the
master. In this case, the decreased ρ will be captured by dynamic regulation,
but not by static regulation. So the pR of dynamic regulation is more aggres-
sive and accurate thus causing less congestion. (2) The σ characterization of
static regulation (by Matlab) is based on the global flow pattern, while the σ
characterization of dynamic regulation is based on local flow pattern. In this
specific experiment case, static regulation gets its σ out of the whole simula-
tion time, while dynamic regulation out of only the sampling window. Since
regulation spectrum restricts σR ≤ σ, dynamic regulation generally will have
a smaller σR, this further suppresses burst traffic and cause less congestion.
The advantage of dynamic regulation is the combined effect of these 2 factors.

Also from these 2 diagrams, we can see that under the same flow pattern,
the flows in the 4m2s configuration suffers less interconnect delay than in the
8m4s configuration. Both the average interconnect delay and maximum in-
terconnect delay are higher in the 8m4s configuration. The reason is that
the traffic is comparatively light in the 4m2s configuration, but heavy in the
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8m4s configuration. Since Nostrum uses deflective routing, heavier traffic may
cause more deflective routing and thus worsen the interconnect delay situation.

Figures from 4.19 to 4.20 offer an insight into the average interconnect delay
per flow situation. Figure 4.21 and figure 4.22 show the maximum intercon-
nect delay per flow situation.

Figure 4.19: Average Interconnect Delay Per Flow (4m2s)

The factors that we mentioned for the advantage of dynamic regulation over
static regulation exists for every flow, thus, in both 4m2s configuration and
8m4s configuration, the dynamic regulation has a better performance than
static regulation.

Beside the performance difference, there are several other observations:

As is stated in the previous section, the master and slave distributions of
the platform are fully symmetric, but here the average interconnect delay be-
tween flows out of masters of symmetric positions are not the same. Actually
all the average interconnect delay per flow in this experiment is different. The
reason is that although the space distribution of all masters and slaves is sym-
metric, but as figure 4.23 and 4.24 shows, the actual flow route distribution is
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Figure 4.20: Average Interconnect Delay Per Flow (8m4s)

Figure 4.21: Maximum Interconnect Delay Per Flow (4m2s)
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Figure 4.22: Maximum Interconnect Delay Per Flow (8m4s)

not symmetric thus congested link distribution also not symmetric.

Another observation from the result is that if doing comparison within each
congestion pair in the 4m2s configuration, we can find that generally the flow
with smaller route distance suffers less interconnect delay (flow 2 over flow
1 and flow 3 over flow 4), while in the 8m4s configuration, usually the flow
with bigger route distance suffers less interconnect delay (flow 4 over flow 3,
flow 5 over flow 6 and flow 8 over flow 7). The difference is also the result of
deflective routing. Generally, topology favors the flows with smaller route dis-
tance. In Nostrum, deflective routing favors flows with larger route distance
because according to the Nostrum manual [15], when 2 packets compete for
a link, the packet with higher hop count wins the arbitration and takes the
link. The packet with smaller hop count get re-routed to unfavored links. The
key here is which factor takes the leading role. In the 4m2s configuration,
traffic is light; thus, less deflective routing happens; topology players the big-
ger role. Thus, flows with smaller route distance will suffers less interconnect
delay. Whereas in the 8m4s configuration, the traffic is rather heavy. De-
flective routing happens much more often than the 4m2s configuration. So in
this configuration, deflective routing takes the leading role. Therefore in the
8m4s configurations, the flow with a shorter route distance is more likely to
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Figure 4.23: Congested Links (4m2s)

get re-routed to unfavored links, thus suffering more interconnect delay.

Finally, both the average and the maximum interconnect delay difference
among different flows are smaller in the dynamic regulation than in the static
regulation. This is caused by the comparatively more aggressive regulation
policy of the dynamic regulation. Under more strict restrictions, the packets
under dynamic regulation are less likely to get deflected than under static
regulation. So the packet routes under dynamic regulation are more regular
than those under static regulation. Therefore under dynamic regulation, the
interconnect delay difference is smaller.

Regulation delay

Figures 4.25 to 4.26 show the regulation delay distribution of all packets under
2 configurations. As shown in these 2 figures, the majority of the regulation
delay lies in the front part of the diagram. For the 8m4s regulation, there are
also some big counts of large regulation delay value such as those around 350,
450, 500 etc. From these 2 figures, we have 2 observations: (1) Distribution
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Figure 4.24: Congested Links (8m4s)

pattern of the 4m2s configuration and the 8m4s configuration is the same.
The only difference is the count value of each bin under the 8m4s configu-
ration is twice that under the 4m2s configuration.(2) the dynamic regulation
suffers more regulation delay than the static regulation. The overall average
regulation delay result (figure 4.27) and the overall maximum regulation delay
result (figure 4.28) also offer such observations.

The regulation delay is majorly caused by the packet accumulation in the
regulator FIFO. In our experiment, there are 2 factors affecting regulator
FIFO usage. (1) All the masters in this experiment are of the same traf-
fic pattern. This means that the incoming flows of the regulator FIFOs are
of the same pattern. (2) For static regulation, policy is decided upon Matlab
characterization. For dynamic regulation, policy is decided upon the predictor
characterization. Besides, all RNI FIFO are virtually infinitely large and will
not affect the regulator behavior. Therefore the regulator behavior is totally
determined by the flow pattern out of the masters. If all the master traffic
patterns are the same, the regulation patterns of both dynamic regulation and
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Figure 4.25: regulation delay Distribution (4m2s)

Figure 4.26: regulation delay Distribution (8m4s)
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Figure 4.27: Overall Average regulation delay

Figure 4.28: Overall Maximum regulation delay
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static regulation under the 4m2s configuration are the same as those under
the 8m4s configuration. This means that the outgoing flows of the regulator
FIFOs are of the same pattern. In conclusion, if both the incoming flow pat-
tern and the outgoing flow pattern of the regulator FIFOs are the same, the
regulator FIFO usage patterns are the same as well. Therefore, the overall
regulation delay patterns are the same as well. The count value difference is
caused by that the 8m4s configuration has twice more masters than the 4m2s
configuration. Since their delay patterns are the same, the count value of the
8m4s configuration should be twice of the 4m2s configuration.

If we compare between static regulation and dynamic regulation, the incom-
ing flow patterns for all the regulator FIFOs are the same. But the outgoing
flow patterns are not. As stated earlier, due to regulator backlog pressure, the
static regulation makes more conservative decisions, thus allow bigger through-
put than the dynamic regulation. Thus, static regulation reduces the packet
accumulation within the regulator FIFOs, thus, suffering less regulation delay.

Figures from 4.31 to 4.32 show the regulation delay per flow result. These

Figure 4.29: Average regulation delay Per Flow(4m2s)

per flow results look like the duplicates of the overall result. As the RNI FIFIO
is of virtually infinitely large size, the NoC will have no affect on regulation
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Figure 4.30: Average regulation delay Per Flow(8m4s)

Figure 4.31: Maximum regulation delay Per Flow(4m2s)
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Figure 4.32: Maximum regulation delay Per Flow(8m4s)

delay result. So the discussion about the overall situation above is also valid
for the regulation delay per flow situation.

Total Delay

Figures 4.33 to 4.34 show the interconnect delay distribution of all packets
under 2 configurations. Figure 4.35 and figure 4.36, show the overall average
total delay and overall maximum delay. Figures from 4.37 to 4.38 offer an
insight into the average interconnect delay per flow situation. Figure 4.39 and
figure 4.40 show the maximum interconnect delay per flow situation.

The results of total delay is calculated simply by adding the interconnect
delay results to the regulation delay results. Any observations found in these
results are caused by the combined effect of interconnect delay factors and
regulation delay factors.

Since network calculus focuses more on worst case situations, we make a deeper
analysis over the maximum delay results.

Figure 4.41 shows the worst case total delay result. In the 4m2s configu-
ration, where traffic load is not heavy, both the total delay bounds of the 2
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Figure 4.33: Total Delay Distribution (4m2s)

Figure 4.34: Total Delay Distribution (8m4s)
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Figure 4.35: Average Total Delay Comparison

Figure 4.36: Maximum Total Delay Comparison
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Figure 4.37: Average Total Delay Per Flow (4m2s)

Figure 4.38: Average Total Delay Per Flow (8m4s)
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Figure 4.39: Maximum Total Delay Per Flow (4m2s)

Figure 4.40: Maximum Total Delay Per Flow (8m4s)
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regulated flows are higher than that of the un-regulated flow. Whereas in the
8m4s configuration, where traffic load is heavy, both the regulated flows have
lower total delay bounds. The benefit of flow regulation is pretty obvious here.

Figure 4.41: Total Delay Comparison

If comparing between the result of 2 regulations, we find that the maximum
total delay under dynamic regulation is higher. The performance disadvan-
tage of the dynamic regulation comes from 2 factors:

Firstly, the predictor in the dynamic solution will introduce 2 types of er-
rors (1) error from σcharacterization. As discussed earlier, in order to get
the on-line algorithm for this, we sacrifice some accuracy for speed. (2) flow
pattern prediction error, since our prediction is not perfect. But static reg-
ulation has neither of these 2 errors, as the TSPEC characterization is done
offline and no prediction is performed. So, this performance loss can be re-
garded as the cost for flexibility.

Secondly, there is a trade off between interconnect delay and regulation delay.
A stronger regulation will improve the interconnect delay but worsen the reg-
ulation delay. According to the experiment result, the regulation delay in our
experiment is much bigger than the interconnect delay and thus takes the dom-
inant role for deciding the total delay. The dynamic regulation with stronger
regulation effect trades more regulation delay for interconnect delay than the
static regulation. Therefore the total delay gets increased. This observation
can be found in figure 4.42 and figure 4.43. Since stronger regulation favors
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Figure 4.42: Maximum Interconnect Delay and Maximum Regulation Delay (4m2s)

Figure 4.43: Maximum Interconnect Delay and Maximum Regulation Delay (8m4s)
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the interconnect delay, if the interconnect delay could take a leading role in
deciding total delay in a system, it will favor the dynamic regulation and the
disadvantage can be less. Figure 4.44 and 4.45 proves this speculation. As

Figure 4.44: Higher Interconnect Delay Effect (4m2s)

the data rate increases from 0.27 to 0.45, the interconnect delay increases dra-
matically. When interconnect delay takes the leading rule, the disadvantage
of dynamic regulation on the regulation delay becomes negligible. And the
total delay disadvantage almost disappears.

From these discussions, it can be concluded that the dynamic regulation
scheme is more suitable for systems with very heavy traffic load if consid-
ering total delay bound performance.

It is also possible to improve the average total delay of the dynamic regu-
lation in our system. Since the major delay source is the regulator delay, the
regulation delay could be improved by giving more loose regulation parame-
ters. Figure 4.46 offers some clue of this discussion. In this experiment, we
add an offset of 0.1 onto the peak rate restriction decision of the director.
Compared with the un-offset result, the average total delay gets about a total
of 50% decrease. Further study could be performed on how to make optimized
regulation decision in the director part.
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Figure 4.45: Higher Interconnect Delay Effect (8m4s)

Figure 4.46: Improved Average Total Delay
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RNI FIFO Usage

Figures 4.47 and 4.48 show the RNI FIFO usage distribution of flow 1 in the
4m2s configuration and 8m4s configuration. Here we just put up diagram of
only flow 1 of each test cases, because, the distributions of all other flows under
each configuration are the same. Besides, dynamic regulation generally uses
less RNI FIFO than static regulation. These observations can also be implied
from figures from 4.49 to 4.52, in which average FIFO usage and maximum
FIFO usage are the same for every flow under the same configuration. Also
for every flow, dynamic regulation uses less RNI FIFO then static regulation.

Figure 4.47: FIFO Usage Distribution (Flow 1, 4m2s)

There are 2 factors concerning the identical FIFO usage per flow.

1. Test traffic patterns of all flows under each configuration are the same.
And as stated earlier, in our experiment, regulator behavior is purely
determined by the master traffic pattern. The combined effect is that
the incoming flow pattern to each RNI FIFO is the same.

2. According to our throughput experiment result, our master traffic pat-
tern is within the linear region. In linear region, the NoC throughput
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Figure 4.48: FIFO Usage Distribution (Flow 1, 8m4s)

Figure 4.49: Average FIFO Use (4m2s)
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Figure 4.50: Average FIFO Use (8m4s)

Figure 4.51: Maximum FIFO Use (4m2s)
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Figure 4.52: Maximum FIFO Use (8m4s)

is also determined by the master flow pattern. Since under each config-
uration, all the master flows are of the same pattern, the NoC backlog
pressure pattern towards each master are also the same. This means
that the outgoing flow pattern of each RNI FIFO is the same.

Their combined result is that the RNI FIFO usage pattern of each flow in our
design is the same, thus causing same distribution, average usage and maxi-
mum usage situation.

If comparing between dynamic regulation and static regulation, as stated ear-
lier, in our experiment, the static regulation’s policy is more conservative
than the dynamic regulation’s. This means that the regulator in the static
regulation has a bigger throughput than that in the dynamic regulation. So
packet accumulation effect in static regulation is more strong than in dynamic
regulation, thus, using more RNI FIFO.

4.6 Summary

We designed a series of experiment to analysis the properties and performance
of our dynamic regulation design. We test the throughput property of our NoC
in order to pick up an appropriate master traffic pattern. Our director respon-
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siveness experiment result shows that the design can tolerate some response
delay, but the tolerance is limited. Our regulator backlog pressure experiment
result shows that the regulator FIFO size is a trade-off leverage between in-
terconnect delay and regulation delay. Our NoC backlog pressure experiment
result shows that the RNI FIFO size will greatly influence the interconnect
much, but not regulation delay and average injection rate if there is regulation
in the system.

According to the result from all former experiments, we configure the platform
for conducting performance comparison experiment between our dynamic reg-
ulation and the static regulation. Due to proper sensing the regulator backlog
pressure influence and localized flow σ characterization our dynamic regulation
enjoys a higher performance over the static regulation considering intercon-
nect delay and RNI FIFO usage. Therefore, our dynamic regulator makes a
more effective use of the system interconnect. There is still some balance work
for the improve the predictor and director in our design, because according to
the result, the predictor introduces some accuracy loss. And regulation delay
is not well bounded by the director regulation decisions.





Chapter 5

Conclusion and Future Work

In this thesis, we design and implement a dynamic regulation scheme for NoC
traffic flow. We propose a 3-stage closed-loop control mechanism and fulfill its
tasks of monitor, decision and execution by 3 components: predictor, direc-
tor and regulator. Due to the coupling closeness of each component with the
master IPs, we choose ASIC to implement predictor and regulator, and more
configurable solutions such as DSPs and processors for director implementa-
tion.

When comes to implementation, the ASIC design of predictor and regula-
tor requires algorithm optimizations so as to meet the timing requirements.
Optimization for σ characterization of predictor is quite challenging, since it
involves converting a purely off-line algorithm into an on-line one. We also
proposed an new token generation algorithm that can evenly generate token
according to pR regulation policy. Both designs have good synthesis result as
shown in table 5.1.

In order to test our design, we conducted experiments on Nostrum NoC under
MMP traffic pattern. Several attribute analysis experiments are conducted
about NoC throughput, director responsiveness, regulator backlog pressure
and NoC backlog pressure. According to the experimental results we give
our experiment platform a proper configuration and compare the performance

Opt. for Area Opt. for Speed
Area Speed Area Speed

Regulator 5.1 K 210.5 MHz 9.0 K 1.0 GHz
Predictor 36.6 K 259.4 MHz 44.4 K 1.0 GHz

Table 5.1: Synthesis Result

71
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between the dynamic regulation and static regulation. According to the com-
parison result, our dynamic regulation scheme enjoys less interconnect delay
and requires smaller interface buffers than the static regulation scheme, and
therefore makes more effective use of the system interconnect with flexibility.

In conclusion, according to the synthesis result, the ASIC parts of our de-
sign is fast enough to share the clock of master IP without slowing down the
whole system. Apart from that, according to the performance comparison
experiment result, when compared with static regulation, the dynamic regu-
lation makes better use of the interconnect under MMP traffic pattern. The
design can also tolerate some response delay caused by director decision mak-
ing. Therefore, our dynamic regulation scheme is proved to be a valid solution
for regulation-based IP integration.

Future work can be done through several stages with the target to build an
intelligent and highly complex regulation system.

1. There is still potential to perfect the current MMP solution, such as
reducing or even removing the accuracy lost from σ characterization and
flow pattern prediction, making more optimized decision in the director
part.

2. Dynamic regulation for flows with more complicated traffic pattern, such
as self-similar traffic, could be developed. This can further be expanded
to regulation of fully stochastic traffic flows or real application flows.

3. A self-adaptive regulation system could be built, if the system has the
infrastructure to provide the centralized director with local observations
from the network.

4. A step further, with additional intelligence information collection mech-
anism from the network, we can ultimately build an autonomous regu-
lation system with high performance, adaptiveness and fault-tolerance.
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